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PASSIVE

Fill in the passive forms in the correct tense:

1. Where is Melvin? – I don’t know. He (not see) ____________________ anywhere 
since Saturday.

2. Who made those cookies? They (make) ____________________ by Tim and Tom.
3. Inspector Columbo: “I’m sorry, madam. Your husband (find) ____________________ 

dead in the river yesterday evening.
4. Britney Spears (know) ____________________ all around the world.
5. The letter (send) ____________________ to you tomorrow morning, I promise.
6. We (not give) ____________________ our money yet.
7. Before he was killed, he (warn) ____________________ by the killers.
8. The documents (copy) ____________________ right now. 
9. This song (sing) ____________________ by Snoop Dogg.
10. She (never tell) ____________________ how beautiful she is.

Put into Passive:

11. They were drinking whiskey in the bar.
12. Did Randolph find the letter in the lobby?
13. She doesn’t post letters, but she sends e-mails. 
14. We have received the letter already.
15. Lou is going to sing a song.
16. They produce cars in Chicago.
17. The children are building a sandcastle.
18. She will give him back the money. (2 possibilities)
19. The teacher didn’t ask us about the accident.
20. They had called the police.

Key: 1. hasn’t been seen 2. were made 3. was found 4. is known 5. will be sent 6. haven’t been given 7. had been warned 8. are (being) 
copied 9. is sng 10. has never been told
11. Whiskey was (being) drunk in the bar. 12. Was the letter found by Randolph in the Lobby? 13. Letters aren’t posted by her, but e-mails 
are sent. 14. The letter has been received already. 15. A song is going to be sung by Lou. 16. Cars are produced in Chicago. 17. A sandcastle 
is being built by the children. 18. The money will be given back to him./ He will be given back the money (by her). 19. we weren’t asked 
about the accident. 20. The police had been called. 
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